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In the strategy of rapid urbanization, China's central and western regions are 
speeding development zone（new urban area） and it needs the electricity power 
supply more and more. It is often need the temporary or transitional power supply for 
infrastructure engineering and the electricity consumption are growth linear in 
development zones that the power construction is a difficult task and the engineering 
is considerable and there are many emergency works, so there are many projects are 
rush deadlines at night in the development zones, this series of questions has brought 
enormous difficulty to manage the development zone's power engineering 
construction. 
In order to solve this series of thorny issues, we propose power supply project 
construction information management system in the development zone of city, it will 
be with the dissemination of information network technology and the advantages of a 
mature software development to facilitate to manage the power engineering 
construction in development zones. At the same time as the engineering chain 
common runtime involves the same type operator customers supply non-hidden data 
browsing data, and also provides access to non-public information data customization 
for operating the customer. The construction of city new district power system relates 
to the power supply facilities construction system is specially provided for 
engineering project management portal； non engineering construction project for 
information data interface can be used as the information channel internal storage data 
in Engineering Construction issued to legitimate users； in a certain extent and change 
of office automation the data process of traditional engineering construction in 
ascension. The user can through the relevant data for the construction of the system 
input, modify the information, data storage, data statistics and so on, for each type of 
data access types, users, permissions. 
In order to reduce the costs of software acquisition of engineering information, It 
uses the lightweight development programs that it integrated SSH framework based 
on MVC and it has carried the research the power engineering construction in 
development zones and for modeling of the engineering and functional, and to build 
the corresponding database system and platform. It build the system, establish a 















component-based development technology. It improves the system efficiency through 
the interactive systems. Finally, it achieve an online office system, online 
conferencing systems and other information management functions for the power 
engineering construction to build a comprehensive information management system, 
Formation of a certain price advantage of the electric power construction project 
information management products. 
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